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ABSTRACT 
A real matrix A is called S-monotone if S is a complementary subspace of N(A) 
and if 
Ar>O, xES ==+ x>O. 
A is called almost monotone if it is S-monotone for every such S. These types of 
monotonicity appear in the study of regular splittings for iterative methods. Almost 
and S-monotonicity are characterized here and are related to six other types of 
monotonicity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A square real matrix is called monotone [lo] (or of monotone kind [14] or 
inverse positive [24]) if it satisfies 
Ax>0 * x)0. (*) 
Collatz has shown [lo] that A - ’ exists and is nonnegative if and only if A is 
monotone. Mangasarian has shown that a rectangular matrix satisfies (*) if 
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and only if it has a nonnegative left inverse [14]. We shall call matrices 
having this property rectangular monotone. For square matrices monotonic- 
ity and rectangular monotonicity are of course the same. 
Monotonicity plays an important role in error analysis [ll, 241 and in the 
study of the convergence [26] of iterative methods. In this paper we 
introduce and study new concepts of monotonicity and relate them to other 
well-known types of monotonicity. 
The application of monotonicity to regular splittings is considered in the 
following section, where S-monotonicity and almost monotonicity are de- 
fined. These types of monotonicity are characterized in Sec. 3, and their 
relation to the property of having a nonnegative generalized inverse is 
studied in the last section. 
All the matrices considered will be real, and we denote the set of all 
m x n real matrices by R mX”. The range of a matrix A E R mxn is denoted by 
R (A), and the null space by N(A). 
2. REGULAR SPLITTINGS 
A splitting A = M - N of a nonsingular matrix A is called a (weak) regular 
splitting if M is monotone and T = M -'N is nonnegative. Regular splittings 
have been studied extensively by many authors-to mention just a few: 
Varga [26], Ortega and Rheinboldt [17], Schroder [24], Schneider [23], Price 
[22], Vandergraft [25], Barker [l], and Bauer [2]. In these works it is shown 
that if A = M - N is regular, then p(T) < 1 ( i.e., T is convergent) if and only if 
A is monotone. 
The concept of a regular splitting has been extended to the case where A 
is allowed to be singular in two ways: 
(i) Where A may be rectangular, and M is chosen to have the same range 
and same null space as A [5,7,18,19]. In this context regular means that M is 
semimonotone [21], i.e., has a nonnegative Moore-Penrose generalized in- 
verse (e.g. [6]), and T= M +N is nonnegative. In this case p(T) < 1 if and only 
if A is semimonotone. 
(ii) Where A is square but singular and M is nonsingular [13,15,20]. Here 
regular has the same meaning as in the nonsingular case, but o(T) cannot be 
less than I. This type of splitting is useful when applied to consistent 
systems. In this case one wishes T to be convergent for A, that is, the powers 
of T to converge to a projection matrix L onto N(A). By this last we mean 
that L2= L and L has N(A) as its range [13]. 
A necessary condition for T to be convergent for A is given in the 
following 
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THEOREM 1 [20]. Let A = M - N be a reguluar splitting of A E R nX ", and 
suppose T= M - ‘N is convergent for A to a matrix L. Then 
Ax>O, xeN(L) * x>O. 
By the definition of L, N(L) is a complementary subspace of N(A), i.e., 
N(A) n N(L) = { 0} and N(A) + N (L) = R n. Motivated by this observation, 
we define a matrix A to be S-monotone if S is a complementary subspace of 
N(A) and if 
Ar>O, XES * x>O. 
With this terminology, we state the following corollary to Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1 [20]. Let A = M - N be a regular splitting of A E R nXn, 
and assume that if A# 1 is an eigenvalue of T= M-‘N, then \hl< 1. Then T 
is convergent for A if and only if A is S-monotone, where S = R (I - T). 
A condition which does not depend on T is the following one which is 
implied by S-monotonicity: 
Ax>0 * xER;+N(A). (**) 
For, suppose that Ax > 0, and decompose x into x = u + v, where u E S and 
v E N(A). Then Au > 0-u > 0. A matrix which satisfies (**) will be called 
weak monotone. To show that weak monotonicity does not imply S- 
monotonicity [even when S and N(A) are complementary], let y E R ;, x E S 
with xeR’J. Any matrix A satisfying Ay =O, Ax= y and N(A) complemen- 
tary to S is weak monotone [since N(A) n int R "+z pled N (A) + R : = R "1 but 
not S-monotone. 
If A is S-monotone for every complementary subspace S of N(A), we say 
that A is almost monotone. Even the stronger assumption of almost mono- 
tonicity is not a sufficient condition for T to converge. For example let 
A= and M = I. Then A = M - N is a regular splitting, but 
T=M-'(M-A)= ; :, 
( 1 
is not convergent for A, although A is almost monotone. 
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Notice that if we split A by choosing 1M= we get a regular 
splitting with T= . T is idempotent and thus converges to L = T. 
This example points out the interesting fact that in the singular case, 
unlike the nonsingular, the Gauss-Seidel method may converge when the 
Jacobi method does not. It also suggests the question of whether every 
square almost monotone matrix A has a convergent regular splitting, that is, 
one in which T is convergent for A. That this is trivially true in the 
nonsingular case was shown by Price [22]. 
3. S- AND ALMOST MONOTONICITY 
We first investigate the property of S-monotonicity. 
THEOREM 2. Let S be a subspace of R n and let A E R m Xn be such that 
S is a complementary subspace of N(A). Let Ps be the projection matrix of 
R” onto S along N(A) [i.e., P,“=P,, R(P,)=S, N(P,)=N(A)]. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(a)A is S-monotone. 
(b) AX > 0 implies P,X > 0 for every reul mutrix X. 
(c) There exists B > 0 such that BA = Ps. 
Proof, (a)+(b). Let X E Rnxk, AX > 0. Let Xi be the ith column of X. 
Then Xi = PsXi + v, where Av = 0. This decomposition is possible because S 
is a vector space complement of N(A). Then APsXi = AX’ > 0 and PsXi E S. 
Thus by (a), PsXi > 0, and so P,X > 0. 
(b)*(c). From (b) it follows that X’A * > O=+(XT,P)= trP, > 0. This is 
equivalent by the consistency theorem of Ben-Israel (e.g., [4, Theorem 3.2; p. 
491) to (c). 
(b)*(a). Let x~ S and Ax > 0. Then x= Psx= BAx > 0 by (c). n 
If S = R (A ‘) then S-monotonicity becomes row monotonicity defined in 
[6]. Indeed, the proof of Theorem 2 given here parallels the proof of 
Theorem 3 in [6]. 
Let us point out that for matrices A having full column rank (i.e., 
N(A) = {0}), weak, S- and almost monotonicity become rectangular mono- 
tonicity. The section is concluded with a study of almost monotone matrices 
having a nonzero null space. 
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THEOREM 3 Let A E 23”’ x n with N(A) # (0). Then the following me 
equivalent: 
(a) A is almost monotone. 
(b) Ax > O-Ax = 0. 
(c) For every XE N (A) there exists B, > 0 such that AB,A = A nnd 
B,Ax = x. 
(d) Zf S is a complement of N(A) such that S n R; = {0}, then A is 
S-monotone. 
(e) N(AT)nintR”+#@. 
(f) Ax > OaAx < 0. 
(g) There exists P > 0 such that PA = -A. 
Proof. We show that (a)-(b), (a)-(c), (a)*(d)*(b), (b)@(e), (b+(f), 
(f&(g). 
It is clear that (b) implies (a). Conversely, suppose Ax > 0 and A is almost 
monotone. Then ZEN(A) or OfxER:. The latter is impossible because 
A (x + hy) = Ax for every h E H, y E N(A) and because of the pointedness of 
the nonnegative orthant. 
(a)*(c). Let S, be a complementary subspace of N(A) containing x. 
Choose B, to be the matrix of Theorem 2, condition (c). 
(c)*(a). Let Ax > 0. Multiply on the left by Bx. 
(a)+(d) is immediate. 
(d)*(b). Let Ax > 0, where x = u + v, u E S, u EN (A). Then Au E R:. 
Thus, since A is S-monotone, u E RF, and so u = 0. 
(b) and (ej are equivalent by Stiemke’s theorem of the alternative of [4, 
Theorem 4.41. 
The equivalence of (b) and (f) is immediate. 
Multiplying by P shows that (g) implies (f). The converse follows from 
the consistency theorem mentioned before [4, Theorem 3.21. q 
REMARKS. 
1. The matrix B, in condition (c) depends on x. For example, let 
-:), x=(A), y=(y). 
Aisalmostmonotone,PsX=((: -(:),andPsY=(_:) II)).Thegeneralform 
of B, is 
a > 0, b >O, 
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while the general form of B, is 
2. By condition (d), S-monotonicity is equivalent to almost monotonicity 
if S n R ; = (0). Taking A to be a projection on S [with N(A) a complemen- 
tary subspace of S] shows that S n R; = (0) is also necessary. 
4. RELATION TO MATRICES HAVING 
NONNEGATIVE GENERALIZED INVERSES. 
Let AERmXn and consider the equations 
AXA=A, (1) 
xXx=x, (2) 
(AX)~=AX, (3) 
(xqT=xA, (4) 
AX=XA. (5) 
Let X be a subset of { 1,2,3,4} where 1 EX. A matrix X is called a 
h-inverse of A [3] if it satisfies Eq. (i) for each i E A, and a group-inverse of A 
[3] if it satisfies Eq. (l), (2) and (5). A matrix A has a group inverse if and 
only if it is square and R (A) and N(A) are complementary subspaces. If a 
group inverse exists, then it is unique. A matrix A is called A-monotone if A 
has a nonnegative A inverse [8], and group-monotone if its group inverse 
_ exists and is nonnegative [9]. 
The { 1,2,3,4}-inverse is unique and is the Moore-Penrose inverse. Thus 
{ 1,2,3,4}-monotonicity is what we earlier called semimonotonicity. Simi- 
larly, { 1,4}-monotonicity is the same as row monotonicity. Note that by 
Theorem 2, condition (c), every S-monotone matrix is {1}-monotone. Thus 
{ l}-monotonicity is a necessary condition for a matrix A to have a con- 
vergent regular splitting. 
Every group-monotone matrix A is weak monotone. For suppose Ax > 0 
then splitting x = u + v, u E R (A), v EN(A) implies Au > 0, so that u > 0. 
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Group monotonicity does not imply almost monotonicity. For example, 
is group-monotone but not almost monotone. 
All eight kinds of monotonicity (but not { 1}-monotonicity) can be 
described by implications of the form 
AxEL(A) + xEK(A), 
where L(A) and K (A) are sets which depend on A. This is done in the 
following tableau: 
Type of monotonicity L(A) K(A) Reference 
Monotone RF 
Rectangular monotone R; 
Semimonotone R: +N(AT) 
Group-monotone R: +N(A) 
Almost monotone R; 
S-monotone R: 
Row-monotone R; 
Weak monotone R; 
R; PO1 
RI: PI 
R:n[R"\R(AT)] [6] 
RT:n[R"\R(A)] [9] 
Rl;nr\r(A) 
R;tn (Rm\S) PI 
R;ln [R~\R(A~)] [6] 
R;f+N(A) 
The logical implications between the eight different types are 
summarized in the following diagram: 
::iI:lZo\> semimonotonicity group-monotonicity 
1 
almost monotonicity 
I 
S~monoton\>~i~;~~y 
v 
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Let us remark that if S is not a complement of N(A), then A cannot be 
S-monotone. The asterisk on the implication “almost-S” is to emphasize 
that this implication should read: If A is almost monotone and if S is a 
complement of N(A), then A is S-monotone. 
Nonnegative group- and X-monotone matrices are characterized in [8] 
and [9]. Since S-monotone matrices are { I}-monotone, the characterization 
given in [B] may be used to study nonnegative S-monotone matrices. For 
example, 
is not S-monotone, since it does not contain a 2 x 2 monomial submatrix. We 
conclude the paper by remarking that the only nonnegative almost monotone 
matrices are the rectangular monotone and the zero matrices. 
This study was carried out during the Gatlinburg VI Symposium on 
Numerical Algebra in Hapfen am See, Bavaria, Germany, December, 1974. 
We wish to express our gratitude to the organizers and sponsors of the 
meeting and to the many participants with whom we had helpful and 
interesting discussions. 
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